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nekopara vol. 2 - theme song

This game is pretty awesome. I enjoy these rogue-lite genre games, and this is a pretty decent one. The controls are (for the most
part) rock solid and the gameplay is fantastic. The art style is enjoyable, and I LOVE the music. Two marks against it are
inventory management, and a lack of rebindable movement keys. The invintory tends to clutter up with old useless tat that I
can't seem to get rid of. All of the other keyboard keys CAN be rebound, but not the movement ones. I hate using the arrow
keys, so I had to resort to autohotkey (binding of isaac method much?) to reconfigure my keys. Beisdes those two small issues, I
find this game to be a keeper.. llesbians kind of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off
just like in general idk why seems fake to me. 6180 to moon is a charming game, but has a layer of difficulty behind it.

In this game we play as the moon. We are on the search to find the sun which has stopped shining and it made the earth worried.

The game is a platforming game where you try to reach the portal at the end of the level. You avoid spikes and other stuff to
reach the portal. But this game has a twist if you jump of a level you will appear at the top of it and vice versa.

The soundtrack is very relaxing and even if the levels get frustrating the music does somewhat calm you down.

With graphics there's not much I can say, cause there's basically nothing to say about them.

The game is fun and for the price it's worth the pick up, but there are a few bad things I want to address.

The game is short, only 1 hour long, but there are reverse levels after you finish the first batch of the levels.

Not to mention the story dialogue sometimes glitches and you have restart the game to fix the problem.

Overall the game is fun and for the price I highly suggest trying it out.

Final Rating:
7\/10 - Worth Playing

If you liked this review please consider giving it a thumbs up and if you disliked post in the comments on what you disliked
about this review.

For more reviews follow Snort's Review curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!
. Discovered this through Space Game Junkie's curation and since I like single player sandbox RPGs, particularly those with a
sci-fi theme, decided to try it out. I was pleasantly surprised! There is an interesting story and background lore, a living,
dynamic world with inter-faction wars, and a good core mechanic mix of both trading and turn-based combat encounters. Also
gives me great nostalgic vibes from games I played as a kid, and the developer listens to feedback & updates the game
frequently with improvements & bug fixes.. This game is a simple looking game that is harder than it looks.

 It's got catchy, annoying music that is a pig to get out of your head.

It is fun in the single player mode with some annoyance when you lose. I suspect 2 player mode is more fun, win or lose. [fact]

I'm still having fun with this.. Have to say I am disappointed with Roger and James in They came from below. In all, maybe 2
hours of game time if you are lucky. Great story line although it ends just as it begins... pretty crumby way to tell a story and not
make it go full circle. Doesn't really feel like an average play style of We Happy Few either, just one long mission that abruptly
ends. No side quests, no time for free exploration of the over-run Wellington wells. Overall seems like it was a very rushed dlc.
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Good idea and decent-ish gameplay. But unfinished and abandoned. Avoid pls.. I love this game but it doesn't run well on
oculus. Gunslingers itself is fun,I enjoyed it when the matchmaking system actually gave us even geared teammates and
opponents (which may explain why we only won two matches) But the micro transactions are too prevalent to ignore. Would I
recommend this game to my friends currently, maybe depending on whether they can deal with the micro transactions, would I
recommend this game if the micro transactions were removed or even balanced? Absolutely. Hopefully with this game being in
early access, they will respond to the community’s gripes with them and remove them, because this game has potential to be
good, real good. Check out the full review at http://imagengames.com/gunslingers-mercs-for-sale/
. Update: I just got all achievements. I enjoyed it so very much. The MAXIMA MASH is the craziest mode I ever played. 10/10
would play again!

Certainly a very fun game I got really pleasant surprise. The only bad thing about the whole experience is the “Continue” option
in the main menu – I don’t know why is still there. You can’t save the game; which makes sense because is just a casual
roguelike.

My take on this experience are: simple input, simple flow good sense of progression and the difficulty increases gradually
adding 1 new variable to the mix. The multiple game modes make this a perfect game and for this price… seriously, is a must
have.. i like this game very cool the battleships are very great but mutiplayer idk how to log to mutiplayer the mutiplayer might
be brocken or something and i do want to know is ther mods here? the Iowa and Yamato are awesome same with aircraft i just
love battleships hopefully the mutiplayer will be fix or something soon and i hope you guys have fun with this game.
Surprisingly better than what I would expected. Well balanced battles (kinda. once you get Helga and learn how to abuse her
dual wield, you're OP af), funny plot, ultimate bosses and weapons, and you can even be a detective at the end. The plot is the
strong point of the game. I'm not into romance story but the writters (mostly females, i think) merged it well into the adventure.

Now, cons: well. Not sure if I have any, a few minor bugs, and terrible cutscene arts. But that was expected considering the
budget of the game. Would be awesome if they could hire a small artist than trying to sketch it out themselves, though.

ps: No it's not a racist game despite the name. In fact, the plot have anti-racism value. You cant treat someone by their races.
Except rich white guys, especially ones that owns a hotel. Do you even see his face? Definitely evil.. bon jeu, marche bien sur
windows 10 x64 chez moi
good game, works fine on windows 10 x64 for me
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